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From the Principal 

Dear Parents, Friends and Caregivers 

Ignatius Park College acknowledges that the land we meet on today is the traditional lands for the Bindal and Wulgurukaba People and 
that we respect their spiritual relationship with their Country. We also acknowledge the Bindal and Wulgurukaba People as the traditional 
custodians of the Townsville region and that their cultural and heritage beliefs are still as important to the living Bindal and Wulgurukaba 
People today. 

‘Strong people stand up for themselves, but the strongest people stand up for others.’

This week I was privileged to attend the assembly where the Year 12 cohort effectively launched the annual anti-bullying campaign entitled 
‘Break the Chain.’ Congratulations to our Deputy Principal – Pastoral, Mr John Doolan, and our Dean of Middle School, Mr Craig Brown, 
who assisted the students in producing a powerful video clip which showed that often the victim who is bullied can then become the bully 
themselves. This chain of aggression and violence can be broken by standing up for the rights of others and being the voice for the voiceless. 
The Year 12 students symbolised the power we have in breaking this cycle, standing collectively on the stage and throwing down a chain they 
were holding, then moving off the stage and standing around the Hall in solidarity, indicating that, as a College community, we can stand 
together to build a school that is safe and the dignity of each student is respected.

The launch of the anti-bullying campaign was fitting as the Queensland Premier, Annastacia Palaszczuk, has recently announced the 
establishment of an Anti-Cyberbullying Task Force, comprising of young Queenslanders, parents, schools, communities and experts, who will 
provide the Queensland Government with detailed advice and coordination regarding tackling bullying and cyberbullying. The Premier stated: 
‘We need to work together as a community to address this issue. This is impacting too many Australians.’ The latest survey indicates that 
one in four people are bullied in schools and the largest increase in bullying that is occurring is cyberbullying. Unfortunately, the anonymity 
of communication in the online world often creates a perception of invisibility. This invisibility removes the normal feedback one derives from 
in-person communication, providing an environment where empathy for others is reduced and increases the misconception that no harm is 
occurring. It is easy to write something about someone when there is no personal relationship, but unfortunately when messages and images 
are sent on social media they can be distributed to hundreds of people and leave a digital footprint.

It may not be realistic to believe that any school will be truly bully free. However, a good measure of a school is the way we address the 
challenges of bullying, ensuring as a community, there is a social consciousness on the way we speak, behave and act to each other that is 
inclusive of all. Our Touchstones call us to make a positive difference in our community, where individuals are not excluded, and all members 
of our Ignatius Park community feel valued and safe. The theme “Break the Chain” calls us all at Ignatius Park be change agents, to have
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From the Principal continued

Live Jesus in our Hearts, 
Forever.

Shaun Clarke  I  Principal

insights into those who are affected by bullying and to be a community that practices positive attitudes and behaviours that promotes 
a culture of non-violence and respectful relationships. I believe through our co-curricular, peer mentoring activities, social outreach, 
our Touchstones and our strong sense of ‘Brotherhood,’ Ignatius Park College provides a community where all students are nurtured 
and where every student is a precious gift to the College.

This week I attended a presentation by Bishop Tim Harris on the Social Justice Statement 2017 – 2018 entitled ‘Everyone’s Business.’ 
This document produced by the Australian Catholic Bishops Conference, calls us as Catholics to be inspired by the teachings of Jesus 
and the vision of Pope Francis, to be aware of the most vulnerable and excluded members of our society and those who need to take 
first place in our hearts, and our need to advocate as a community and as individuals for those who are voiceless. Bishop Tim Harris, 
at his presentation, called us to “listen to our heart and hear the cry for help from those on the margins”. He spoke passionately 
about the injustices that occur to the First Australians.

During this season of Lent, we are reminded by Pope Francis not to be people of what he calls the phenomenon of ‘globalisation of 
indifference.’ He states that ‘whenever our interior life becomes caught up in its own interests and concerns, there is no longer room 
for others, no place for the poor. God’s voice is no longer heard, the quiet joy of his love is no longer felt, and the desire to do good 
fades.’ He continues that, ‘We end up being incapable of feeling compassion at the outcry of the poor, weeping for other people’s 
pain, and feeling a need to help them, as though all this were someone else’s responsibility and not our own.’ Project Compassion 
is an active way as a College community we can assist others in need.
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Academic Assembly

We had a wonderful opportunity to say congratulations to a group of 2017 Seniors at Monday’s Academic Assembly.  These young 
men were affirmed for their success in their academic work last year and, as you can see below, have secured a diversity of pathways 
in 2018.  We want to thank them for their time, and wish them all the best on their journeys this year.  A number of other students 
were invited but could not make the assembly because of lecture times or work commitments.

Matthew Astbury (Physiotherapy)  Christian Batic (Diesel Fitter Apprentice – was OP Pathway)
Patrick Carter (Business)  Harry Dove (Cadet Draftsman – STP Consultants)
Bodhi Kersh (Refrigerator Apprentice) Chris Konidis (Physiotherapy)
Fabian Menagazzo (Plumbing Apprentice) Lane Moloney (Medicine)
Jacob Seri (Physiotherapy)  Damien Sferratore (Work and study year)
William Thomas (Science)  Harrison Turner (Solar Farm work)
Brodie Windle (Engineering)

ATAR

The school is currently gearing up for the introduction of the ATAR Senior Assessment and Tertiary Entrance system.  This affects our 
current Year 7 - Year 10 students, as the Year 10 cohort will be the first group to receive an ATAR in the new QCE system.  We feel it is 
important that all members of the community who are affected have some knowledge of how the system works before “ATAR” begins. 

If your son is currently in Year 11 or Year 12, we continue to refine and improve our QCS, VET and QCE pathways to ensure our 
students get the best opportunity to succeed in the current system before ATAR begins.  OPs will be available to these students, and 
our QCS practice, Work Placement program and advice in terms of current pathways will continue (and improve where possible!)  The 
College Leadership Team is a supporter of the new system and these messages to you are a part of getting the community familiar 
with the requirements of ATAR.

The Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority is developing a suite of resources to use with parents about the new system.  
Below is a set of frequently asked questions (and responses) about the system.  Please feel free to contact me if you wish to 
discuss these further.   Please click HERE for further information.

1. Why are new senior assessment and tertiary entrance systems being introduced?

The senior assessment system in its current form began in the early 1980s. The tertiary entrance system — commonly known as the 
OP system — was introduced in 1992.  In a report released in 2014, the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) found 
that while existing arrangements had served Queensland students well and remained fair and reliable, they would not be sustainable 
over the longer term. ACER recommended changes to achieve greater rigour and simplicity.  There is also strong support among 
Queensland universities for eligible Year 12 students to be provided with an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) rather than 
an Overall Position (OP).

2. What will be different about senior assessment?

A system of 100% school-based assessment has operated in Queensland for more than 40 years. In the new system, subject results 
will be based on a student’s achievement in three school-based assessments and one external assessment that is set and marked 
by the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA).

This is fewer assessments than students currently complete — emphasising quality over quantity.

In the new system, the external assessment results will generally contribute 25% towards a student’s result in most subjects. In 
mathematics and science subjects, it will generally contribute 50%. The school-based assessments will not be scaled by the results 
of the external assessment when calculating a student’s subject result.

The new system will keep all the qualities inherent in school-based assessment while introducing greater consistency and the 
transparency of common assessments that are sat by students at all schools

From the Deputy Principal

https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/senior/snr_new_assess_te_info_parents.pdf
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3. Why will external assessment generally contribute 50% to a student’s final subject result in mathematics
and science subjects but 25% in most others?

Variation between subjects reflects the kinds of learning particular to those subjects and how achievement is most appropriately 
assessed. It would be inappropriate to assess all subjects in the same way.
Variation exists in other states, although few share exactly the same approach. 

4. What will be different about tertiary entrance?

A student’s OP is calculated by comparing their results in Authority subjects studied at school with those of other OP-eligible students. 
Subject results are scaled using Queensland Core Skills (QCS) Test results. The final QCS Test will be held in 2019.
ATARs will also be calculated by comparing student results. But instead of the QCS Test there will be a process of inter-subject scaling.

Scaling is necessary so that student results in different types of subjects can be compared. The method of inter-subject scaling to 
be used by QTAC is still to be finalised.

5. What’s the difference between the OP and ATAR?

The ATAR is a finer grained rank order of students than the OP and is commonly used in other states and territories. It’s a number 
between 0.00 and 99.95 with increments of 0.05, whereas the OP consists of 25 bands. The Queensland Tertiary Admissions 
Centre will be responsible for calculating students’ ATARs. 

6. How will ATARs be calculated?

The Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC) will be responsible for calculating students’ ATARs. 
QTAC will calculate ATARs based on either:

a student’s best five General (currently Authority) subject results, as is currently the case for the OP system 
or

a student’s best results in a combination of four General subject results, plus an applied learning subject* result. 

*Eligible applied learning subjects are: a QCAA Applied subject (currently Authority-registered subject or Subject Area Syllabus
subject), or Certificate III, or Certificate IV, or Diploma, or Advanced diploma.

If a student is eligible for an ATAR in both categories, QTAC will use their highest ATAR.

In the new system of tertiary entrance, eligibility for an ATAR will require satisfactory completion of a QCAA English subject.
Satisfactory completion will require students to attain a result that is equivalent to a Sound Level of Achievement in one of five 
subjects — English, Essential English, Literature (new subject), English and Literature Extension (renamed), or English as an 
Additional Language.

While students must meet this standard to be eligible to receive an ATAR, it won’t be mandatory for a student’s English result to be 
included in the calculation of their ATAR.

Parent Lounge – The Assessment Calendar for all Year Levels

Our assessment calendar can now be found on Parent Lounge and Student Café.  The left-hand menu in Parent Lounge will show 
you the assessment pieces your son has for the Semester.  Please take some time to navigate your way around Parent Lounge to 
see your son’s upcoming assessment, including some feedback from drafts.

Additionally, the following days in Semester 1 have been “quarantined” as exam weeks.  Formal exam timetables for all year levels 
will be released on the College website closer to the end of each term:

• Term 1 exams: Wednesday, 21 – Tuesday, 27 March 2018
• Term 2 exams:  Wednesday, 20 – Tuesday, 26 June 2018

Progressive Reporting

Our Parent Lounge is also the main link to our progressive reporting system.  The system shows academic grades for your son as 
they are released progressively during the year.  Please login to the Parent Lounge system regularly to get an update on your son’s 
academic development.

Brendan Stewart  I  Deputy Principal

From the Deputy Principal Continued
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Inclusive Community

God, we pray that we will be taken into a deeper, more meaningful relationship with You, where we 
will grow in faith and hear the still, small voice within our souls. Help us to re-bind with you, so we 
can be divine in our relationships with others. Open our eyes to the many blessings You give us, 
especially the very small blessings that we sometimes take for granted.  Walk with us as we try to 
live openly and courageously.  AMEN

Are we an inclusive community?  Do we work in partnership with the 
local Catholic community and Church in serving the broader mission 
of the whole Church?

Retreat in Life

Please take ten minutes a week to reflect on the 
following.  How has this applied to your life in the 
previous week?  What are you inspired by for the 
week ahead?

Lent, An Opportunity for a Deeper Response 
to God’s Call

Here I am! (Genesis 22:1)

Abraham must have felt trapped. He had already 
given up so much to follow the Lord, and God had 
blessed him richly. Logic would tell him that he 
would be blessed if he obeyed the Lord this time. 
But this was the hardest thing God could possibly 
ask of him: to kill his son with a knife and burn his 
corpse in ritual sacrifice. Could God really want 
that? But Abraham had already told God, “Here I 
am!” (Genesis 22:1). He had committed himself, 
and there was no backing out.

Try to imagine that three day journey to the place of sacrifice. The silence, the awkward answers 
to Isaac’s questions, the agonizing over what he was about to do. How many times did Abraham 
almost turn around and head back home? But somehow, Abraham trusted that God would still fulfil 
his promises. When he arrived at the place, Abraham told his servants, “We will come back to you” 
(Genesis 22:4). Even then, he trusted that both he and Isaac would return.

Notice, when the angel intervenes, Abraham again repeats the only thing he had said to God so 
far: “Here I am” (Genesis 22:11). These words must have sounded much different now, three 
harrowing days later, as he was on the verge of doing the unthinkable to his son. Imagine the fear, 
the exhaustion, even the anger, in his voice. Yet even now, as his grip on his faith was fragile at 
best, he held on and trusted.

We all have times when God seems to be asking the impossible of us: to accept a terminal illness 
or permanent disability; to resolve a bitter, long-standing conflict; to give up on a treasured dream.
Abraham’s response, “Here I am,” may feel like the hardest thing to say. But this story tells us that 
God still loves us and is still offering us his grace.

In the first reading of the Second Sunday in Lent, God tests Abraham with these words: “Take your 
son Isaac, your only one, whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah. There you shall offer him up 
as a holocaust.” When Abraham demonstrates his faith in God by his willingness to obey this heart
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wrenching command to sacrifice Isaac, he is stopped with these words: “I know now how devoted 
you are to God, since you did not withhold from me your own beloved son.”
• Why do you think God tested Abraham the way he did, even though, being God, he must have

known what Abraham’s response would be?
• In what ways do words such as “your only one” and “your own beloved son” in the reading

remind you of Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross? What are the similarities and what are the
differences? (Hint: see John 3:16.)

Take some time now to ask God for the grace to always say yes to his call and the grace to trust in 
him? Use the prayer below from the end of the meditation as the starting point.
“Here I am, Father. I trust that you will never abandon me.”

Maurice Blumberg

Johanna Smith  I  Deputy Principal - Identity and Mission

All monies go toward our Project Compassion collection for this term.  Please remember your son 
can also donate a gold coin per week (in Homeroom) to Project Compassion.

Toast Room
We rely on your donations to keep Toast Room running.  If your son has a gold coin every now and 
then, please encourage him to donate it when he picks up his toast.  If you see Nutella or Cream 
Cheese on sale at the grocery store, please purchase a jar and bring it in to Toast Room.  Also, your 
son could volunteer in the Toast Room.  Thank you for all you do for our community.

Events Coming Up:

• Paving the Way Youth Festival — Saturday, 3 March
(Grades 11 & 12 and young adults).

• Launch of the Year of Youth Mass at Cathedral —
Sunday, 11 March (All youth invited to attend).

• Youth Rally Sessions — March (ongoing) (High
school age students and young adults welcome to
support).
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Coles Sport for Schools

Ignatius Park College is registered for the Coles Sports for Schools Program.

Please collect and send in the vouchers with your son.  A Collection Box is located in 
the Identity and Mission Office. Alternatively, Coles Aitkenvale have allocated a box for 
the College at the front of their store.

Academic Assembly
This week a number of past students returned to talk to boys about their 
experiences since leaving IPC.  It was a pleasure to have these students return 
to the College and share their stories.

Toastroom

The toastroom is now up and running every morning.  
Please keep sending in your kind dona  ons of any spreads.

Kay O’Connor I Tuckshop Convenor

Defence News - Deployment and Absences

Hello to all our Australian Defence Force families.

Can you please ensure you let me know if you have an ADF family member away on deployment or training exercises?  I would like to 
ensure all our students are supported during what can be a challenging time and allow them the chance, if they wish, to share their 
experience with other students going through similar events.  

Additionally, if you are having difficulties or would like a chat, please come in and see me, or contact me via phone or email.

My contact details are:
Email: leanne.mahoney@ipc.qld.edu.au
Phone: 4796 0222

Leanne Mahoney  I  Defence Transition Mentor

Year of Youth
This year marks the Year of Youth. Ignatius Park College is calling all 
students to be involved with this fantastic year of celebration.

To assist with this, we are forming the Youth Engagement Representative 
Team, where students who wish to be involved in organising and promoting 
events, come together to form a committee. 

If your son is interested, please contact me.

Bianca Barbagallo  I  Youth Engagement Officer
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Year 8 Camp - Carew

Epilepsy Awareness

On 4 May 2018, we are raising awareness 
for Epilepsy.

We are asking for as many boys as possible 
to wear purple socks on the day. Socks 
can be pre-ordered via Mrs Burnett in the 
Learning Enrichment Staffroom. The cost 
of the socks is $5 which includes a pair of 
business/work socks and a donation.

We are limited to 220 pairs of socks – so get in quick! If your son misses out, they can wear their own purple 
socks on the day and bring a donation to their Homeroom teacher, or just bring in a donation.

Nadine Burnett  I  Teacher
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IPC DOES WORLD’S GREATEST SHAVE

This year, IPC will once again support the Leukaemia Foundation’s national 
initiative WORLD’S GREATEST SHAVE and support those families affected by 
blood cancers.  

The response to this campaign was incredibly overwhelming and was capped at 
50 participants – what wonderful spirit our boys demonstrate!  Alongside these 
men, we even have some brave IPC staff who will be also shaving/colouring 
their locks, all in the name of raising much needed funds.  Each boy has been 
challenged to raise $200 (minimum) in order to be eligible to shave on Friday, 
16 March.  

Will you support these boys and staff by making a donation?  Bravo to the 
following staff and students involved in this very worthy cause:

Marley Scarf
Mitchell Bloxsom
Will Costigan
Max Gough
Dan Weir
Luke Forster
Jack Sevior
Pat Morrison
Jaiden Haines
Cody Weaver
Julian Rassmussen
Thomas Spinks

Mason Penny 
Julian Sewell
Jeremy Morton
Jadon Rollings 
Ethan Engert 
Harrison David 
Monty Curran 
Luke Maugeri 
Max Davies 
Cameron Carter
Lachlan Braby
Nic Rowan

James Rowan
Zacahry Judge
Jack Letters
Ryan McCaron
Riley Innes
Jay McPherson
Harry Cordery
Joshua Ward
Joey Sale
Ethan Hannay
Kael Mordike
Jake Brewer
Lewis Roberts

Fin Anderson 
Ben Herrero 
Bellamy Lake 
Joe Dowd
Lachlan Lee 
Dale Connelly
Riley DeSailly
Dominic Taylor
Gus Rees 
Matt Wilmen
Colby Finlay 
Don Raju
Jay Jay Bennett

Ms Stayte    Mr Moxon
Mr Turner    Mr Spencer
Mr Quabba    Ms Owens
Mrs Squire    Mr Hogan
Mr Brown

For further information regarding this upcoming event, please contact Pudy Timbs.

HERITAGE DAY

IPC is blessed with a number of varying cultural groups who make up our colourful community.  From Spanish, Italian, Indian, 
American, Irish, Polynesian, Indigenous, Scottish, Phillipino, Latin American and Jamaican, just to name a few. This year we will be 
celebrating each of these rich cultures by having a HERITAGE DAY next Friday, 9 March.  

All students have been invited to participate in the day which is a FREE DRESS 
DAY, and it is envisioned the boys will wear something to school which signifies 
their heritage.  There will also be a number of food stalls organised and activities 
for the boys to enjoy, from a Spaghetti Eating Contest, to spud throwing, listening 
to a Mariachi band, enjoying dancing from the Polynesian boys, etc.  If any family 
would like to donate a food item that can be shared on the day, or have a particular 
interest in a cultural group they would like to represent, please contact Pudy Timbs 
for details.

Looking forward to celebrating our College’s unique heritage with everyone!

Pudy Timbs  I  Pastoral Leader - Baillie House
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Parenting at the speed of light - #2 - Vault apps  

My child has two calculators on their phone?

No, they don’t. What they have is one calculator and one vault app.
Vault apps have been in existence for a while now, but with the gradual increase of parents with some social media know-how, they 
are appearing with regularity on smartphones in both high school, and primary schools. Snapchat has been a major contributor to 
this surge in popularity.

These secure storage apps are being used to hide the evidence of sexting, sextortion, bullying and other inappropriate content that 
would normally be found when a phone is checked.

What is it?

There are several versions of these vaults around, but many masquerade as a calculator.

They can be downloaded for free, by subscription or by an outright purchase. The more you pay – the more secure and hidden 
your illicit content will be. Vault, Calc, Secret Vault are some examples. The storage capabilities vary - Calc in particular will store 
documents, images, films. links, downloads in a cloud.

How do they work?

Appearing as a calculator - the vault app requires a passcode to access the private stash of photo’s that have been taken or sent. 
Some are so sneaky, that when the vault is discovered – a decoy passcode will lead to a relatively innocuous set of shots. Anyone 
searching could then stop at that point, unaware another passcode led to the real cache.

The calculator is functional, and the content is stored in a separate cloud that may be synched to an additional device/computer. 
Deleting the app may not be enough. The content is held elsewhere.

But wait there is more.

Those psychic moments your child has – when they somehow know you checked their phone? You may have had your mugshot 
taken. The app has the ability to take a photo of whoever was trying to access the vault with the wrong pin number. It then forwards 
this picture to the owner of the vault,and upgrades their security.
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Parenting at the speed of light - #2 - Vault apps Continued

Private SMS applications

These applications allow for texts and phone call records to be hidden.
Children and teens are easily able to hide interactions with individuals they have been warned to cease contacting.

The app pretends to be a legitimate messaging app but operates in the same way voicemail does – dialling in a pin number accesses 
the app. These apps are well hidden, not showing on the screen of device and when open – can be closed swiftly by a slight shake 
of the phone.

There are similar versions that destroy communications from certain numbers regularly.

What can be done and what to look for?

Look for duplicate apps. Two calculators, perhaps two messaging applications. If your teen has more than one application with the 
same purpose– there may be content they do not want you to see.

• Do some research. Have look on Google and the Apple store to see what is currently popular in vaults. You could spot some of
these on your child’s phone.

• Download one yourself and experiment with the features – this may make it easier to tell if your child is using this technology.

• Install parental controls on the App store and Google Play. A number of these vault application have an age recommendation of
17+, so you will be able to limit what your teen downloads by implementing parental controls.

• Talk to your child. These apps can hide a communication problem. The need to go to such lengths to keep part of their lives
private can be a worrying sign. Bullying, being a bully, sexting and inappropriate images of minors that could result in child
pornography charges are all things that can be hidden using these apps.

If you have any questions you can email wecanhelp@safeonsocial.com or click HERE for more information. 

Dannielle Charge  I  Counsellor

Lions Youth of the Year

On Wednesday, five senior students represented the College at the Lions Youth of the Year. The Quest is designed to recognise 
students who show leadership in a diverse range of areas and are strong achievers in their academic pursuits. The students were:

Julian Rasmussen – Carew
Tahran Lahiff – Baillie
Mason Penny - Carew
Fintan Halpin – Carew
Antony Jobby – Putney

Hosted by the Castle Hill Lions Club, the boys were required to present a five minute prepared speech on a topic of their choice, as 
well as respond to two impromptu questions. The impromptu questions were challenging as always, but all the boys made a sincere 
effort. The speeches were on a wide range to topics, including the global water shortage, the lessons to be learned from World War 
One, the impact of Alzheimer’s Disease, the dangers of poverty tourism and gender equality.

It was also interesting to hear about the diverse range of activities the students are involved in, including Hockey, Boxing, Surf 
Lifesaving, Athletics and Rowing. While all the boys represented the College and their families extremely well, Antony Jobby was 
ultimately named the winner of the Public Speaking component of the competition, and Fintan Halpin was the overall winner and will 
now progress to the Regional Final on 10 March. Congratulations to all these wonderful young men.

Andrea Tarttelin  I  Faculty Leader - English

https://www.safeonsocial.com/
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OVer the past two weeks, my 9 Science students had the opportunity to be observed and taught by a 
JCU Preservice Teacher, Miss Nuttall.  The topics covered under the unit on Earth and Space Sciences, 
began with the basic recall of the earth’s structures and spheres.  A variety of teaching strategies were 
employed to match the appropriate delivery of each specific lesson.  Inquiry based lessons, which 
were teacher and student orientated, were explored and culminated, with the double prac lesson on 
convection currents using potassium permanganate crystals dropped in heated water.  This provided 
the understanding of the movement of magma in the asthenosphere.

Marshall thanked Miss Nuttall on behalf of the class, for the learning opportunities she provided to the 
students.  Preservice teaching visits will resume in May.

Catherine Ventic  I  Teacher

Year 9 Science

Senior Physics - Investigating Electromagnets

We find electromagnets everywhere. They are in our cars and appliances, and even in the 
Large Hadron Collider - the world’s most powerful particle accelerator which is currently 
working to unlock the unsolved mysteries of the universe. 

This week our Year 12 physicists investigated the properties of electromagnets by 
experimenting with motors, generators and transformers (the electromagnetic induction 
kind, not the Optimus Prime kind). By carefully manipulating variables central to the 
technology, the students put their brains to the test, making links to real world scenarios 
and considering how the technology may evolve in the 21st century. Most impressive were 
the boys who built devices from scratch. One group made a transformer out of scrap 
vacuum cleaner parts and another group built a generator that produced electrical energy. 

Well done to the boys for their efforts. 
Here’s hoping they use their talents in the 
future to power our world more efficiently. 
But more importantly, as environmentally 
conscious citizens, here’s hoping they 
use their talents for good and find 
ways to power our world more cleanly!

Tom Lucas  I  Physics Teacher
Tracy Klaassen  I  STEM Co-ordinator
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Old Boys Visit to College Assembly

At the College Assembly on Monday, three of our VET Old boys from the class of 2017, returned to talk about their post school journey 
into their chosen occupations.

We would like to thank the following boys for taking the time to visit the College and to their employers for giving them the time off 
to do so.  

Fabien Menegazzo, Apprentice Plumber 
Jason Miekus Plumbing & Drainage

Bohdi Kersh, Apprentice Refrigeration Mechanic 
Peak Airconditioning and Electrical

Christian Batic, Apprentice Diesel Fitter 
Cummins 

Shane Dove  I  VET Program Leader

Your purchase of an Entertainment Membership contributes to Edmond 
Rice Camps. Please help us achieve our goal by sharing this fundraiser 
with your friends and family. Thanks for your support!

Please click HERE to access the Order Form.
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Getting wet at IPC Learn to Row

It was a credit to our group with all boys showing up on Saturday, in the pouring rain, appreciating that rowing is indeed a water sport!

The Coaches took advantage of the wet conditions and threw the boys in singles for just their second time on water.  Our Year 7 boys 
were first cab off the rank and as you can see below, the results were mixed. Unfortunately, our session was cut short due to storm 
warnings.

Thankfully blue skies greeted us for our Sunday morning session and all of the boys 
managed to have a great session out on the water with big improvements being 
made.

Mini Regatta - 11 March

We will be having a Mini Regatta at the Rowing Club on Sunday morning, 11 March  
with the times to be confirmed.  The Regatta will involve our new Rowers from 
SMMC and SPC as well. The Regatta will give our new Rowers a taste of what 
Regatta days are all about and should not be missed.

Can your son please let me know his availability this weekend so Crews and a 
Regatta Program can be drawn up?

Please contact Ms Klaassen, our Rowing Co-ordinator at the College or email Tracy.
Klaassen@ipc.qld.edu.au with any queries.

Alternatively, you are welcome to contact me on 0437 448 255 or talus12@
bigpond.net.au.

See you on the water. 

Tony Smith  I  Head of Program 

Last weekend we saw a large group of young men continue 
their rowing journey. 
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Upcoming Representative Sporting Events

Baseball  U14 - U18 Nominations (no trial) for Presidents Team   28 February 
Basketball U12 Townsville Trials       7 March
Basketball U15 Townsville Trials        20 March
Cross Country  Regional and Townsville      29 May
Football U16 Townsville Trials       20 March
Rugby League U12 Townsville Trials      21 March
Rugby union U15 Townsville Trials       20 March
Squash 13-15 Northern Trials         13 March
Squash 19-19 Northern Trials         13 March
TSSS A Grade Swimming Championships       7 March

John Alloway  I  Head of Sport

13 Years Rugby League Competition 

U13

IPC Red

The first game of the season was tough and tight against Ryan Catholic 
College. After 15 scoreless minutes, Ryan managed to find a few cracks in 
our defence going into halftime, 2 tries to nil. After halftime the IPC boys 
rallied to defend well and keep RCC scoreless, with Ty Foley managing to 
score a try with some clever dummy running. The eventual score was 4 - 8, 
a narrow loss to a quality opposition. MVP points: Ty Foley 3, Marcus Bell 
2 and Cranston Hilly 1.

Blackhawks Under 20 Coach, Dave Tangata-toa, and a number of Blackhawk players, will run a coaching session for the boys involved 
in the College 13 Years Rugby League Competition. The clinic will be held at the College fields and will take the place of their normal 
training session.

When: Monday, 5  March 2018
  3.30pm - 4.30pm

IPC Blue

The U13 Iggy Blue team started fast and hard against Kirwan Black on Tuesday afternoon, getting over the try line in a matter of 
minutes. Such a start was to be the tale of the game, with Iggy continuing to dominate over the next 40 minutes. The boys played 
well as a team, with limited errors resulting in a 10 tries to 1 victory over the Kirwan side.  Special mentions to Paul Byrnes, 
Enemarki Shibasaki and Terry Abdul-Rahman,  who have put their hands up at short notice to coach the boys. The signs are 
promising for a big season ahead.

IPC White

The boys put up a great fight on Tuesday against a tough Kirwan (red) side, who won 4 tries to nil.  Our tackling in defence was 
fantastic this week, which was a result of better communication and talking on the field.  When our boys had the ball in attack, 
we were able to make some good metres down the middle of the park through our hit ups.  Mr Power was very pleased with 
everyone’s commitment and effort this week.  Keep up the hard work boys! 

Rubgy League News
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Rubgy League Continued

U14

IPC Blue

IPC Blue had several boys away for school camp for their first game of the season against Kirwan As. It was a very close contest early, 
with both teams going set for set and asserting their ascendency on the game until Kirwan cracked the IPC defence to lead 4 – 0. 
In a close contest, the score remained the same, until Kirwan crossed again early in the second half expanding their lead to 8-0. 
Jaxon Yow put Iggy Park on the score board to close the gap in extremely tough conditions with quite extreme weather. Commendable 
defensive effort from our boys for only keeping Kirwan’s best to two tries. Kirwan established a lot of momentum early and had many 
opportunities to put points on the board, but Iggy’s defence was too strong. Javan Ah Kit at centre, and front rowers, Sean Bourke and 
Kuresa Fota Pio stood out for the IPC boys, who look forward to taking on Kirwan As again when full strength in a few weeks’ time.

IPC White

IPC White were also depleted with school camp commitments and were only able to field 14 players against Kirwan State High. Mr 
Laguna’s IPC team scored twice early in the first half to lead 8 – 0 to dominate the Kirwan team throughout the contest. Heavy rain 
in the second half lead to many turnovers. However, the IPC boys continued to turn up defensively, and although Kirwan scored a late 
try, IPC were victorious on the day. Well done to U12 player, Reece Foley who put his body on the line to help the IPC White boys in 
the older age group. True Iggy spirit.

2nd XIII

The Mr Logan and Mr Ahern 2nd XIII took on All Souls College, Charters Towers, in wet and sloppy conditions on Oval 1 at IPC last 
week. In extreme conditions which really brought the teams together, both teams defended their line well to see the scores locked at 0 
– 0 heading into the half time break. Mr Logan asked his team to focus on completions after the break and the injection of Clay Smith 
and Tai-Reece Hill combining in the halves to skip to a 10 – 0 lead. With conditions deteriorating rapidly, the Iggy boys continued to 
turn up for each other, with committed defence seeing them claim a 10 – 0 victory. 

After a week of washed out training and games in Week 6, training and games for all grades will return to normal 
in Week 7 at this stage.

Christian Quabba  I  Teacher

First XIII & U15

Unfortunately, the first round of the Aaron Payne Cup and Cowboys Challenge was postponed due to wet weather, as the fields were 
not playable.

The boys have reverted to a normal training schedule and will be training hard in preparation for the rescheduled games against 
Kirwan State High on Wednesday, 14 March. 

In other exciting news, all First XIII games will this year be live streamed, so parents and supporters can watch Live from the comfort 
of their lounge chair or office desk. Please go to the Queensland Secondary Schools Sport Facebook page for further details.
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Rugby Union

Under 15

IPC Under 15 vs Rockhampton Grammar School.

The Under 15 Development Squad had been training hard in the gym and the paddock over the first five weeks of term in preparation 
for their annual hit out against Rockhampton Grammar.  

In sweltering conditions, the team got off to a slow start conceding a soft try from the opening kick-off.  The try was a blessing in 
disguise as it served as a wake-up call for the team, who were able to recover and get into their patterns in defence.  Not making any 
ground through the middle, Rockhampton Grammar turned towards their quick outside backs, who made the most of their counter 
attacking opportunities to run in another three tries in the opening half.

After a strong half time talk from their leaders, the Under 15 side were resolved to make amends for their stifled performance in the 
first half.  The squad enjoyed the majority of the ball in the first 10 minutes of the second half, with Rockhampton Grammar finally 
conceding a try to Lachlan Ryan.  The second half was a much closer contest, however the side could not keep up their discipline 
with ball in hand and conceded two late tries as they faded in the crushing heat to go down 40 to 5.

Although the result did not go their way, their effort and attitude could not be faulted.  The team now builds for the Townsville 
Schoolboys Competition and North Queensland trials in Term 2.

Players of the match:
3: Euan Cram.  2: Aiden Scott.  1: Kyle Heenan

First XV

First XV Trialists vs Rockhampton Grammar.

Taking an understrength squad to Rockhampton to challenge the Central Queensland powerhouse was always going to be a tough 
ask for the First XV Trial Squad, only made worse by the suffocating heat.

The First XV Squad started the game promisingly, enjoying the majority of possession as they reaped the rewards of sticking to their 
attacking patterns.  The team controlled the game well, punching the ball into the corners and dominating the ruck.  Despite the lion’s 
share of possession, the team lacked the decisive move that would allow them to pierce the Rockhampton defence.  As possession 
started to even out, Rockhampton Grammar started to gain confidence in their attack and closed out the first half with two tries.

The second half was not one to remember for the First XV squad with Rockhampton Grammar taking control of the game as the 
team’s fitness deserted them in the extreme conditions.  The team was simply not allowed to play to their game plan as Rockhampton 
began to dominate the ruck, which provided them with space out wide that their backs took advantage of.  Rockhampton Grammar 
ran in a further six tries to round out the game 54 to Nil.

Despite the lopsided score in the game there were several positives to come out of the game and allowed the squad to gain a better 
understanding of what is required to step up to the next level.  With the First XV squad now selected, the team looks forward to a 
stronger performance against St Augustine’s in Cairns this weekend, as they build towards the Downlands Cup in Term 2.

Players of the Match
3: Thomas Lyons.  2: Hunter Zacka.  1: Jaiden Penny

Michael Turner  I  Teacher
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Oztag

Congratulations to the following students who have been selected to compete at the upcoming Tri Series Tournament to be held on 
15 - 17 June 2018.  This event will be attended by 78 teams from Queensland and New South Wales.  

Kaydon Harry Miekus  U13 Boys Queensland Country
Diesel Jacobsson-Rhodes   U14 Boys Queensland Country
Braedan Kennedy   U15 Boys Queensland Country
Kmani Levi   U15 Boys Queensland Country
Declan Murray   U13 Boys Queensland Country
   
From this event, Queensland Oztags Selectors will select the Queensland Merit Team.   

John Alloway  I  Head of Sport

Co-curricular

Rehearsals are well underway for this year’s combined production: Popstars.

Special congratulations to the following men who were successful in auditioning for 
a lead role:

Stuart Smith (Year 11)   Host
Conor Larkin (Year 12)   Mark
Dante Calliste (Year 10)   Patrick
Riley Rupp (Year 12)   Shane
Jack Bombardieri (Year 12) Simon Austin
Max Penny (Year 12)   Vinnie

More information regarding performance times and ticket sales 
will be available closer to the time.

Zara McGregor  I  Faculty Leader - The Arts

Production

Last week, both U13 Blue and the U13 White boys had narrow victories over Calvary Christian College and Ryan Catholic College 
respectively.  Unfortunately, IPC Red were washed out against William Ross.

The much needed rain also ensured that all fixtured games were cancelled this week.

Week 7
Due to the Townville trials for the 12 and Under team again clashing with School Sport on Wednesday, the greatly anticipated 
match between IPC White and IPC Blue has moved to Monday with an earlier start time.

Monday, 5 March
IPC Blue vs IPC White     3.20pm - 4.10pm 

Wednesday, 7 March 
Ryan vs IPC Red        4.00pm - 4.45pm

The school bus is available to transport he students who have been nominated for the Townsville 12 and Under Trials at Annandale 
Christian College. 

Gary Hughes  I  Teacher

Basketball
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PRESENTED BY:

ENTRIES FOR 2018 ARE NOW OPEN!
THIS YEAR’S THEME IS ‘MEMORY’

STUDENTS: 

FOUR $500 PRIZES  
ARE UP FOR GRABS!

 
primary and secondary school students in Australia and New Zealand.

SPONSORS:

THE PYJAMA FOUNDATION PRESENTS

All money raised will go towards The Pyjama Foundation’s ‘Love of Learning Program’  

to improve the educational outcomes of children in foster care

17 MAR 18

AT TOWNSVILLE DARTS ASSOCIATION

RAFFLES * GAMES * PRIZES
$20 PER BRAIN * FOOD & BEVERAGES ON SALE

BRING ALONG YOUR SMARTEST FRIENDS

PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS TODAY!

 * BATTLE OF THE BRAINS *

SATURDAY
6:30PM 1 MERVYN CROSSMAN DRIVE, MURRAY 

WWW.UNIVERSE.COM/BOTB_TOWNSVILLE

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:   

E: Townsville@thepyjamafoundation.com 

Interested students should see Ms Katrina 
Guazzo for further details.
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TTOWNSVILLE YOUTH FORUM 

FRIDAY, 13th APRIL 2018 
7.30am—2.00pm 

Townsville Stadium , Murray Lyons Crescent, Annandale 

“Building the capacity of our community to work with youth” 

PRESENTING 
 

NATHAN HULLS 
Teen Behaviour Specialist, 
Motivational Speaker and 
Success Coach 
 

Key note speaker and 
facilitator of sessions 1-3 

 

CONTACT FOR REGISTRATION 
Gaye Bickle | QYS Resource Officer 
Phone: 4771 3648 | Email: resourceofficer@qys.org.au 

1. Building resilience in young people 7. Engaging youth in learning and training 

2. Developing self-leadership in young people 8. Crea ng employment and developing 
entrepreneurship in young people 

3. Tools for strengthening mental health and 
wellbeing. 

9. Developing and including youth designed 
programs in our services. 

4. Recognising the signs of addic ve behaviours 
and preventa ve tools 

10. Embedding cultural perspec ves into youth 
support services 

5. Choosing not to hate—Building humanitarian 
empathy and healthy rela onships in youth 

11. Using social e que e in the digital landscape 
(e-safety) 

6. Understanding YOUTH rights and 
responsibili es under the An -discrimina on Act 

12. Crea ng integrated models for a er hours 
engagement and support of young people 

FINAL SESSION—Crea ng a Community based solu on to YOUTH CRIME—a Collec ve Impact 
A Community consulta on. 

FACILITATORS  

WANTED 

SPONSORS 

WANTED 

Sunday 
11/3/18 

5pm


